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Abstract— Over the last few years, interest in “green computing” consumes motivated research into 
energy-saving method for activity systems, from network proxies in additional to virtual machine migration 

to the return of thin clients. The entire world today is speaking green. It’s not green with jealousy, but green 

while in becoming more eco-friendly, environment companionable, energy preservation, efficient usage of 

computing resources, adherence to global standards (like Energy Star, ROHS (Restriction of Hazardous 

Substances etc.) So that the Information Technology products could be managed efficiently throughout its 

life and even at the time of disposal. 
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I. Introduction 

Green computing is the convention of using computing resources efficiently. Modern IT systems 

have a confidence upon a complicated mix of people, networks, in addition to hardware, as specific, a 

green computing conviction must be systemic in nature, and address to a greater extent sophisticated 

problems. Green computing is the at most requirement to protect environment and save energy along with 

operational expenses in today's imperceptibly competitive world. A 2008 survey by IDC (International Data 

Corporation) revealed that energy costs were the most pressing reason for the assumption of green IT. The 

goals of green computing are similar to green chemistry; reduce the use of hazardous materials, increase 

energy efficiency during the product's lifetime, in addition to promote there cyclability or biodegradability 

of defunct products and factory waste. Research continues into key areas specific as making the use of 

computers as energy-efficient as possible, in addition to designing algorithms and systems for efficiency-

related computer technologies. Green computing has emerged as a new area of research with a focus on 
understanding and reducing the energy consumption of everyday computing systems. This paper asks the 

question: are computing systems different? Is reducing use – software techniques to power cycle computers 

and change user behavior – more effective than improving efficiency by purchasing the right equipment? Or, 

could it be that computing is like any other energy domain: we  should focus on developing the hardware 

and buying the right hardware for the job, with complex software or behavioral techniques taking second 

place, if useful at all. 

 

II. Current trends in Cloud 
A. Role of the IT Industry 

IT industry is also applying green standards to their own operations. Sun created a Sun Eco office a 

year ago to oversee all of the company’s green programs, together with telecommuting but then also core 
products such as low-power servers. It is touting its Project Black box, a data center in a shipping container, 

not just portable but also 20% more energy efficient than today’s data centers. Google has built a data 

center on Oregon’s Columbia River to tap hydroelectric power while Microsoft did the same in Washington 

for the alike reason. Financial services company HSBC is building a data center near Niagara Falls. 

Started by Google and Intel in 2007, the Climate Savers Computing enthusiasm is a nonprofit 

group of eco-conscious consumers, businesses in addition to conservation organizations. Their goal is to 

advertise development, deployment in addition to adoption of smart technologies that can both improve the 

efficiency of a computer’s power delivery, reduce the energy consumed when the computer is in an inactive 

state and cut carbon dioxide emissions. 
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Cisco also put most of its green initiatives under one authority, the Eco Board. Its exertions consist of 

using its own high-end videoconferencing and other IP tools to cut company travel by 20% a year. Cisco is 

also working with San Francisco and Amsterdam, to find ways to shrink CO2 through broadband and other 

networking technologies that support the work. 

 
Fig 1: Environment Impact Presentation Model 

 

B. Challenges in Going Green 

There are many challenges involved  in standard green. Green computing is the preparation of optimal 

usage of computing resources which requires a knowledge mix of both technology in addition to policies. The 
policies could be both IT and non-IT related. The following are the imaginable. 

 Determining the return on investment(ROI) from using green IT products 

 Adopting in addition to implementing a green IT Strategy 

 Considerable top management about rolling out the strategy 

 Choosing the right partner to support you in effective implementation of the green 

 Strategy 

 Dearth of equipment and skills to go green. 

 

C. Management Restructuring According to the Latest Trends 

It is important  to have  pace with the latest trends and developments in the Green World. 

From desktop mother boards to hard drives, network switches towards a laser printer’s toner 
cartridge, everything is active green. A motherboard taken away Gigabyte and a hard drive from Western 

Digital, claim to consume less power. On the networking front, a network switch from D-Link consumes less 

energy. In fact ‘Extreme Networks’, which is into enterprise class network switches, has won awards for 

its green products. More efficient processors are critical energy- saving elements. Sun’s multi-core chip has 

the efficiency to fuel interest in new high end servers. Granting to Sun’s chief architect Rick Hetherington 

“Sun’s 32-thread Niagara 1 chip, Ultrasparc1, use up 60 to 62 watts”. The Intel’s quad-core Xeon chips 

transforms 1.8 teraflop peak performance using less than 10000 watts, distinguished to 800000 watts ten 

years ago when Pentium chips were used. Hewlett Packard, offers cooling systems that rely on sensors to 

directly cool  the needed spot. A new trend has started for bigger impact by putting Energy Star Ratings 

on servers. Among the strictest regulations on the computer industry are the European Union’s ‘Restriction 

of Hazardous Substances’ directive popularized last year, which restricts the use of six toxic substances, 

containing lead and mercury. 
 

D. Policies and ITs Compliance 

Green IT is a transition, which takes both time and investment. It need careful planning, that first 

involves doing a reality check of how green you really are today, and then deciding where you want to 

reach. You could also include a green clause in all your RFPs (Request for Proposals). This would 

automatically make secure that your vendor offers you the most power and eco-friendly equipment. Keep 

the away cost of your IT equipment in mind at the time of purchasing it, just as you account for its early 

purchase, running, and maintenance costs. For this, you necessity to tie-up with a vendor who specializes 

in e-waste management. 

 

E. Monitor and PC Management 
Flat panel monitors use less energy than traditional CRT monitors. It is supposed that a LCD 

monitor will pay for itself in two years time, impartial out of the savings it carries in your electricity bills. Since 
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the life of a LCD monitor itself is much longer than two years, this benefit is absolutely worth it. Moreover, 

since the prices of LCD monitors have dropped ominously, it can be measured as a replacement to CRTs 

much more easily now. A CRT monitor when  switched off  still consumes around 5W of power. A standard 

power extension board eats up around 2 to 5 watts depending on its wattage and the number of plug points it 

has. Unprejudiced imagine how much power would be wasted if a person leaves high workstation on for 

the entire night? You can find the power options sceneries in your PC’sControl Panel. Once you’re going to 

be gone from your PC for more than a few minutes, set it to stand-by mode and turn off the monitor. Set the 
Power Options on your computer to switch to sleep mode when it’s not active Now flat panel monitors that 

meets EPS’s stricter Energy Star 4.0 guidelines is easily available in the market. Organic Light Emitting 

Diodes (OCED) is the technology in pipeline. 

 

F. Server Virtualization 

Virtualization is one of the most effective tools for more cost-effective, greener computing. By 

dividing each server into multiple virtual machines that run different applications, companies can rise their 

server utilization rates and shrink their sprawling farm. Virtualization is making the most efficient use of 

available system resources so that both cooling costs and energy utilization can go down. It is also estimated 

that “Cloud Computing” can reduce hardware usage by a ratio of 4:1 and administration by a ratio of7:1. 

 
III. Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a trend that has really picked up momentum across the IT industry, and is a 

key technique being touted for going green. There is a server for just about every application-mail, web 

proxy and business apps and also security, content management, file serving, and so on. The sad part is that 

their average utilization hovers around 30-40%, if not less and yet they continue to run 24X7 and 

consume energy cost of servers, which are idle almost70% of the time. Virtualization technology allows you 

to abstract the hardware from the software. So a server, which traditionally runs a single OS and 

application in the datacenter, is able to  run multiple OS and applications simultaneously. 

 

A. Be Energy Smart 

Why depend upon the standard energy source to power your IT equipment when you can use 
alternate energy sources similar wind, solar power etc. Though  it influence be too expensive to power an entire 

data center on wind power today, and solar power may not be able to produce sufficient energy on behalf of 

the job. However, you be able to use solar power for remote areas. In fact, one well recognized company, 

Mahindra and Mahindra Financial Services Ltd, has established using solar power to power its computers 

in remote villages. Renewable energy sources are gradually gaining importance amongst enterprises. The 

DOE Data Center Energy Efficiency Program of the United States, for instance, aims at increasing energy 

efficiency of at least 1500 “mid-tier and enterprise-class data centers” by25% (on average) and of at least 200 

“enterprise-class data centers” by 50% (on average)by 2011. In Denmark’s Action Plan of green IT, the 

Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation has committed itself to save 10% of its annual 

electricity consumption each year. The DOE Data Center Energy Efficiency Program of the United States, for 

example, aims at dipping energy consumption of data centers. As additional example, the Equipment 
Energy Efficiency (E3) Program of Australia and New Zealand sets mandatory energy performance standards 

for the use of ICT equipment. 

 

B. Indian Scenario 

The per capita consumption of energy in India nearly doubled from 238 KWh in 1990 to 408KWh 

in 2001. At the current annual generation capacity of 1,30,000 MW, India faces lacks of nearly nine percent 

with peak load deficits being higher at 10 to 11 percent according to the Central Electricity Authority (CEA), 

India. Electricity generation capacity needs to go up from the current installed capacity to between 800,000 

to 950,000 MW as indicated by the Integrated Energy Policy document mentioned in the Hon. Prime 

Minister’s speech at the Energy Conclave 2006 (Economic Times Print Release at the year of 2006). 

China and India are expected to adopt versions of ROHS within the next year. The EU has two 

other significant green- tech procedures, the Waste Electrical and Electronic 
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Equipment t principles, which require sellers to take back any product they sell for recycling; and 

Registration, Valuation and Approval of Chemicals, which objectives to expand the management and risk 

assessment of dangerous chemicals. The United States has no federal computer recycling directive, but 

California’s Electronic Waste Recycling Act is a” cradle to grave” program aimed at reducing hazardous 

substances in electronic products sold in that state . It includes a recycling fee of $6 to $10 paid by the 

buyer of PCs and monitor. Other states are likely to follow. ROHS standards are gently becoming de fact 

necessities, as the United States makes them portion of the EPEAT standards and vendors look to standardize 
products worldwide (Lamb, 2009). 

Several world renowned IT companies similar to AMD, APC, Dell, HP, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, 

Rack able Systems, Spray Cool, Sun Microsystems and VM ware, have made the Green Grid Consortium 

which is dedicated to advancing energy efficiency in data centers and business computing eco- systems. India 

may well study and adopt their best practices for ensuring green and clean IT In India (Lamb, 2009).The 

Planning Commission of Government of India has already cleared the proposal to build43 new IT cities in 

India by 2018, thus it is imperious to plan the green buildings housing IT infrastructure which follow the 

green global standards. In addition, compulsory implementation and compliance of Energy Conservation 

Building Code should be adhered to and emphasized to reduce the energy demand. There is a need for strict 

standards and regulations to encourage and ensure green and clean computing. 

 

IV. Current Trends 
Current trends now Green Computing are on the way to efficient use of resources. Energy is 

measured as the main resource then the carbon tracks are measured the major threads to environment. 

Therefore, the prominence is to reduce the energy uses & carbon tracks then increase the performance of 

Computing. There now numerous zones where research scholars are knocking lots of exertion to achieve 

preferred results. 

 

A. Energy Devouring 

Organizations are recognizing in order that the source and amount of their energy devouring 

considerably provide to Greenhouse Gas (GhG) diffusion. In acknowledgment to this verdict, organizations 

are forthwith using the following equation: compressed energy devouring = compressed greenhouse gas 

diffusion = compressed operational amounts aimed to the data area. It means accepting smaller and more 
energy adaptive systems while reallocate application atmosphere to make most favorable use of physical 

resources is the best architectural archetypal. According to surroundings Protection Agency in nearby 30% 

to 40% of personal computers are put up 'ON' after office hours and mean while the weekend nearby 90% of 

those computers are idle. 

 

B. E-Waste Salvage 

Based on the Gartner appraisal over 133,000 systems are neglected by U.S. homes and businesses 

each day and less than 10% of entire electronics are currently salvaged. Greater level of countries all over the 

world necessitate electronic companies to finance and manage salvaging plans for their products 

exceptionally under-developed Countries. Green Computing essential to take the product process of life 

form into forethought from production to operation to salvage. E- Waste is amendable piece of the waste 
creek and salvaging e- Waste is easy to adopt. Salvaging computing apparatus such as lead and mercury 

permits to interchange apparatus that otherwise would have been manufactured. The salvage of such apparatus 

permits saving energy and plummeting impact on situation, which can be owing to electronic wastes. 

 

C. Data Center Fortification & Optimization 

At present much of the prominence of Green Computing area is Data Centers, In that Data Centers 

are acknowledged for their energy starvation and wasteful energy feastings. US Department of Energy 

(DoE) conveyed in revision in 2006 that US data centers disbursed 1.5% of all electricity and their petition is 

increasing by 12% per year and cost $7.4 billion per year by 2011. Affording to Doe’s current report in July 

2011 Data Centers are overwhelming 3% of all US electricity and this feasting will double by 2015 [3]. 

With the persistence of sinking energy feasting in Data Centers it is sensible to essence on following 

 Information Systems – capable and right set information systems for business necessities are a key 

in building Green Data Centers. As per green computing best practices resourceful servers, storage devices, 

networking apparatus’s and power supply miscellany play a key role in design of information systems. 

 Cooling Systems – it is put forward by the scholars that at the preliminary stage of design manner for 

data center cooling systems, it is noteworthy to think through both current and future necessities and design the 

cooling system in such a approach so it is foldaway as essentials for cooling dictates. 

 Consistent environs on behalf of tackle is indispensable for Data Center Air Management and Cooling 
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System. 

 Think through preliminary and future loads, at the time of designing & selecting data center electrical 

system utensils. 

 

D. Virtualization 

One of the foremost trends of Green Computing is virtualization of computer possessions. 

Abstraction of computer properties, such as the running two or more reasonable computer systems on one 
set of physical hardware is called virtualization. Virtualization is a fashion of Green computing it offers 

virtualization software as well as management software for virtualized environs [5]. One of the best ways to 

go on the way to green and save adequate space, adequate resources, and the environs is by reshuffling 

proficiency with virtualization. This method of Green Computing will main to Server amalgamation and 

enhance computer security [6]. Virtualization runs smaller quantity systems at higher levels of use. 

Virtualization agrees full deployment of computer possessions and reimbursements in: 

 Bargain of overall expanse of hardware; 

 Power off Futile Virtual Server to protect properties and vitality; and 

 Bargain in overall space, air and rent necessities at last shrinks the budget 

 

E. IT Products and eco-labeling 
An additional methodology to encourage Green Computing and save environs is to familiarize 

policies all round the World, so that, companies design produces to consent the eco-label [7]. There are quite 

a lot of organizations in the world which sustenance “eco-label” IT products. These organizations arrange for 

certificates to IT products based on factors containing design for salvaging, reusing system, noise energy 

feasting etc. 

 

INTERROGATION and future trends 

According to research scholars the past focus on computing effectiveness and cost related to IT 

accessories and framework services were premeditated low cost and available. Now infrastructure is flattering 

the obstacle in IT circumstances and the argumentation for this fluctuation is due to growing computing 

prerequisite, energy amount and global warming. This fluctuation is a great interrogation for IT Sectors. 
Consequently this time research scholars are concentrate on the cooling system, power along with data center 

space. At one consummate it refine power that is determining to business along with the other consummate it 

is the drive, interrogation of circumstance friendly system, and framework restraints [9]. Green Computing 

interrogations are not only for IT accessories users but also for the IT Vendors. Various vendors have made 

abundant evolvement in this area, for example, Hewlett-Packard lately disclose it calls “the greenest computer 

ever” the HP rp5700 desktop PC [3]. IBM is engaged on technology to develop inexpensive along with more 

adaptive solar cells plus many other clarification from IBM to support bearable IT. Conferring to research 

scholars of Green Computing following are hardly conspicuous interrogation that Green computing is 

revetment now a day: 

 Appliances power consistency / Power and cooling sufficiency; 

 Accession in energy necessities  for Data Centers  and augmenting energy amount; 

 Control on accession demand of heat discarded accessories, which accession as of increase in 

overall power devouring by IT accessories; 

 Equipment Life cycle administration – Frame to Crucial; 

 Discarding of Electronic Trashes. 

As deliberated formerly the reason for fluctuation is as of growth in computing necessity, energy expanse 

and global warming up and this fluctuation is most interrogate for IT sectors. The forthcoming of Green 

Computing is going to be based on effectiveness, rather than decline in devouring [10].The primarily 

concentrate of Green IT is in the organization’s self-attention in  energy expanse decline, at Data Centers and 

desktops, the consequence of which is the equivalent decline in carbon production. The secondary 

concentrate of Green IT needs to focus above energy use in the Data Center and the deliberation should on 

variation and convalescent sequence with overall corporate social encumbrance efforts. This subordinate 
highlighting will occasion the development of Green Computing schemes. The hollow of sustainability 

discourses the subject of business value construction while declaring that long term ecologically aware 

resources are not embraced. There are few fortitudes, which all inventiveness are fictional to take care of [2]: 

 

F. Accreditations 

There are quite a few organizations specified that certificates to green technology. Vendors are 

established on their artifact quality, material, life of the artifact and salvaging aptitudes. In future such 

certifications self-possessed with endorsements and government resolutions will situate more density on 
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vendors to habit green technology and shrink hollow on surroundings. 

 

G. Cloud Computing 

Cloud Computing has afresh conventional striking attention [11], as a fortunate methodology for 

dispensing Indicators and Communication Technology services by softening the abuse of Data Center 

resources. In belief, cloud computing is energy-efficient technology for ICT [12] on condition that it’s 

approaching for substantial energy savings that consume so far absorbed on only hardware segments, can be 
fully fathomed with esteem to system operation and networking segments also. Cloud computing 

consequences in amended resource abuse, which stands good intended for the sustainability doings for green 

technology.[13] 

 

H. Product Fortitude 

As for every Gartner and Fujitsu conversations on product life cycle it is ostensible that the product 

steadiness and/or fortitude stand one of the finest approaches headed for achieving Green Computing 

intentions [14]. Long life of product determination tolerate further exploitation of products and it self-control 

positioned a control on excessive manufacturing of products. It is seeming that government protocols will 

impulsion the products vendors to make extra exertions to proliferation the product life. 

 
I. Power Management Tools 

Power management is determining to be situated one of the furthermost treasured and clear-cut systems in 

adjacent forthcoming to shrinkage energy devastation. IT departments with deliberation on saving energy 

can diminution use with a consolidated power management tool.  Amassing data  from Energy Star 

circumstance studies for 7 arrangements of 11,000 

- 499,000 machines, it was inaugurate that sleep setting up was able to save amongst $10.75 and $95 for 

each computer per  year.  These  dispositions  used  amalgamation  Windows built-in sleep function, group 

policies, poles apart software systems, such as PC Power-down, Big Fix etc. [10]. 

 

J. Leveraging Unexploited Computer Resource 

One of the departing areas somewhere Green Computing can proliferate is the serving and use 

proficiently the unexploited assets on sluggish computers. Leveraging the unexploited computing power of 
contemporary machines to create a comprehensively proficient supernumerary to traditional desktop 

computing is cost in effect option. This kinds it conceivable to condense CO2 emanations using up to 15 

tons for each year for every system and condense electronic discarded through up to 80% [15]. 

 

K. Data Density 

In inventiveness, massive expanse of data that is deposited is someway or extra replicated 

information. Information System backups are true illustration of such replicated data. Intelligent 

compression methods can be used to wrapping the data and disregard facsimiles help in cutting the data 

storage inevitabilities. 

 

L. Applications 
Green Computing is assorted field and outstanding to its surroundings and main concern beginning all 

fields of life Green Computing has applications in every single segment of computing as the goal is to 

excluding the surroundings and ultimately the life. The current main applications of Green Computing are 

covering following computing sectors [1]: 

 Equipment design 

 Equipment recycling 

 Data Center optimization 

 Virtualization 

 Paper free environment 

 Application Architecture and 

 Power Management 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

Technology is not an impassive spectator, but it is an enthusiastic earner in accomplishing the goals 

of Green Computing. IT diligence is situation fortitudes in altogether its sectors to accomplish Green 

computing. Accessories salvaging, decline of paper convention, virtualization, cloud computing, power 

management, Green established are the key inventiveness headed  for Green computing. In progress 

interrogation to accomplish Green Computing be there substantial and the hollow is on computing 
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performance. Exertions of Governments and Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) are also appreciate-

able. Government accordance are aggressive Vendors to performance green; behave green; do green; go 

green; think green; use green and no doubt to decline energy feastings as well. All these fortitudes are 

tranquil in limited areas and at present exertions are essentially to condense energy feasting, e-Waste but the 

forthcoming of Green Computing determination  be provisional on adeptness and Green products. 

Forthcoming work in Green Computing discipline will as well depend on research working academics since 

this is an emergent discipline and there is abundant more need to be done. There is crucial for more research 
in this restraint exclusively within academic sector. 
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